Tainan Tour B

Confucius Temple: The Confucius Temple in Tainan was built in 1666, it was the first Confucius Temple, before the end of Manchu Dynasty, it was the location of the highest official institute of higher learning in Taiwan.

Anping Castle: The history of Anping dates back to the 17th century, when the Dutch East India Company occupied a "high sandy down" called Tayouan and built Fort Zeelandia.

Tree House: it was one the warehouse of Tait & Co. in the beginning. Then it become the warehose of Taiwan Salt Corp. It was fallen into disuse and the pagoda trees grown in there. Over half century, it formed a special scene with trees wind around the house. Because of this special scene, artists stopped here for some art activities.

Lin Department Store: During the 1930s it was the premiere department store in Tainan. As part of Tainan’s most prosperous area at the time, Moguang Ting, Lin’s Department Store sat as a cornerstone to Tainan’s fashionable shopping district. Though this area is no longer known for high-class shopping, its location across from the historic Land Bank (Kangyo Bank) shows there was once prosperity on the corner of Zhongyi and Zhongzheng (Jhongyi and JhongJheng) Roads.